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From the Rector 
 
Dear Friends, 
 Although i t 
seems l ike we 
celebrated Christmas 
not too long ago, 
Lent is just around 
the corner. The new 
year is already busy 
and hectic, and all 
the new changes that 
come with Spring, 
longer days, and warmer weather will be soon 
upon us. As the natural and liturgical seasons get 
ready for change, we in the Cathedral staff are 
considering some changes in our own parish life 
that would enhance our liturgical celebrations, 
foster our sense of community, and increase the 
profile of the Cathedral across the Diocese.  
 Since I came to the Cathedral in July 2019, 
my top priorities have been the revitalization of our 
liturgical life and the strengthening of our identity 
as a unified Cathedral community. I believe that 
these goals are best met through the creation and 
curation of a Sunday liturgical experience that 
gives the highest praise to Almighty God, edifies 
the community of the faithful, and welcomes new 
worshipers and visitors. I will continue to work had 
with the Cathedral Staff to make that vision a 
reality. But in order to make the best decisions 
possible, I need YOUR input.  
 To that end, we have created an online 
survey which I encourage each of you participate 
in. Your feedback remains confidential and will be 
visible only to me and to the permanent, full-time 
Cathedral Staff. I hope you all will participate in 
the survey and honestly answer each of the 
questions to the best of your ability. Our eight 
question survey will take no more than five 
minutes of your time, but will be of great help as 
we consider ways to make the Cathedral the model 
of vibrant Catholic parish life in the Diocese of 
Oakland. Thank you in advance for your 
participation! 
 For those who are reading this newsletter 
electronically, CLICK HERE to access the survey. 

If you are reading the print copy, follow our 
Facebook page and access the survey from there 
(facebook.com/ctlcathedral.org). 
 This month also marks the rollout of the 2020 

Bishop’s Appeal. We are continuing last year's 
theme, Rebuild My Church, in order to keep 
continuity with the successes of the previous 
campaign. As a side note, the Cathedral of Christ 
the Light raised an incredible 148% of its goal for 
the 2019 Appeal. On behalf of Bishop Barber, I 
sincerely thank you all for your generosity. Your 
contributions help the Diocese continue its 
charitable work for the poor, maintain its daily 
operations at the Chancery, care for its retired 
priests, and—most importantly—ensure that Christ 
is preached at all times in every parish, apostolate, 
and faith community of the Diocese of Oakland. I 
pray that we will match if not exceed our prior 
generosity so that the Diocese can continue 
fulfilling its mission to bring the grace and love of 
our Lord throughout Alameda and Contra Costa 
Counties.  
 Lastly, I would like to inform you all about 
the Diocesan Eucharistic Congress which will take 
place here at the Cathedral on June 21-22, 2020. 
This event is the personal initiative of Bishop 
Barber, and will be a wonderful opportunity for all 
of us in the Diocese of Oakland to grow, 
strengthen, and reaffirm our devotion to the Lord 
Jesus Christ present in the Most Holy Eucharist. 
More details about the Eucharistic Congress will be 
announced in the coming weeks, but for now, 
please mark your calendars for this most important 
event. Keynote addresses in English and Spanish, 
as well as a Eucharistic Procession through 
downtown Oakland, will help to inspire the spirit 
of adoration which our Lord deserves. I hope to see 
you all along with faithful from across the Diocese 
as we honor the mystery of the Lord's Eucharistic 
presence. 

 
 
 
 
 

With blessings in the Lord, 
The Very Rev. Brandon E. Macadaeg  
Rector 

 Staff Voices 

https://forms.gle/a597YfauagiSaAts7
http://www.facebook.com/ctlcathedral.org
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From the Cathedral Communications Manager  
 

Dear Parishioners, 
It has been a very busy month at the Cathedral with the celebration of the great mysteries surrounding 

the birth of Christ our Lord, the Light of the World. As the hustle and bustle of the holiday season winds down, 
we have a few weeks of Ordinary Time to regain our bearings and re-enter the rhythms of normal life, while 
also looking forward to another liturgical season filled with its own special graces. 

At the end of this month, we begin the season of Lent. Accordingly, this issue of Lumen Christi will 
tackle some themes related to this great penitential season with which we prepare for Holy Week and the 
Sacred Triduum. This month's Lux Vera series will provide a few reflections on some Lenten motifs, as well as 
on some feasts and saints celebrated throughout this month, such as the Presentation, Saint Agatha of Catania, 
the Twenty-Six Martyrs of Japan, and the Feast of the Chair of Saint Peter.  

Furthermore, in an attempt to make your faith experience with the Lumen Christi newsletter a bit more 
interactive, as well as to promote the evangelical and catechetical mission of the Cathedral, we'd like our future 
issues to include a feature called CTL Q&A in which we answer some of your questions about the Church and 
her faith. If you have any questions about Catholic life—from philosophy & theology, (continued on next page) 

Staff Voices 

From the RCIA Coordinator 

 I love the story of the Presentation of Jesus in the Temple, but this 
reflection will not focus on the Holy Family. Instead I would like to focus on 
Simeon and Anna.  Simeon was given a promise from the Holy Spirit that he 
would not see death until he had seen the Christ of the Lord.  Israel had waited 
hundreds of years for the fulfillment of the prophecy of the Messiah, so we 
would forgive Simeon if he was skeptical.  In our own life we fall prey to 
cynicism.  Cynicism is intellect without hope, we often doubt God’s promises 
and goodness.  Simeon did not relent in his belief.  He went to the Temple 
faithfully knowing he would encounter the Messiah.  Do we do the same?  Do 
we enter into Mass anticipating we will encounter God?  Simeon truly believed 
the prompting of the Holy Spirit.  We pray that we may have the faith of Simeon to believe all that God has 
promised.   
 Simeon’s faith was amazing, but it was his ability to recognize God that challenges us today.  Simeon 
would have seen hundreds of babies presented in the Temple but when Mary and Joseph brought Jesus 
before him, he knew without a doubt he had seen the Messiah.  He tells God  that can let his servant pass 
now that he has seen the Lord.  Simeon’s heart was set on the Lord so he was able to recognize him in the 
child Jesus.  Are our hearts set on the Lord?  Do we recognize God at work in our lives?  Simeon could have 
easily given up, thinking God had forgotten his promise (I am often tempted to give in when God’s time is 
not by my schedule) but the beauty of this story is Simeon’s faith did not falter. 
 In our life we struggle to see God’s direction, we struggle to see God working in our life.  If we are 
truly going to set our hearts on God, we need to learn from the prophetess Anna.  In the Gospel story it says 
she spent day and night praying in the Temple.  She was widowed at a young age and rather than distancing 
herself from God, she devoted her life to service and prayer.  In our life, do the struggles of our life bring us 
closer to God?  Anna devoted herself to the Temple and for her faithfulness she was rewarded by witnessing 
the Savior of the world.  By her life, Anna teaches us to devote ourselves in prayer.  If we want more from 
our faith life, we need to spend more quality time with our Lord.  We, like Anna, need to surrender our life 
to God who gives us all that is good.  May we in this month of February pray to have the faith, endurance, 
and humility of Simeon and Anna.  May we have the courage like Simeon and Anna to testify to Jesus Christ 
in our lives and spread this good news with everyone we encounter. 

 
Deacon Tim Roberto  
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Diocesan Eucharistic Congress 
June 21-22, 2020 

On the initiative of Bishop Michael C. 
Barber, SJ, the Cathedral of Christ the 
Light will host a Diocesan Eucharistic 
Congress. All are welcome to this faith-
filled, prayerful event in honor of our 
Lord’s Sacramental Presence featuring 
inspiring keynote addresses in English & 
Spanish, a Eucharistic Procession through 
downtown Oakland, and Adoration of the 
Blessed Sacrament. 

 Cathedral Events 

liturgy & sacraments, scripture & tradition, Church history & current events, or anything 
else having to do with the Church—please send me an email at jbelleza@oakdiocese.org 
with the subject heading “CTL Q&A.” Depending on the number of responses, I will do 
my best to ensure a brief but thorough answer to your questions. 

A brief reminder about advertisement of events in the Lumen Christi newsletter. 
Lumen Christi is a monthly publication, which means that all requests for publication in 
the next month's issue need to be received at least one week before the first of the 
month. This means that if you have something to promote in the newsletter, please email 
me directly at jbelleza@oakdiocese.org no later than close of business on the Monday 

before the first Sunday of the month. For example, all requests for publication in the 
March 2020 issue of Lumen Christi must be emailed to me no later than Monday, February 24 at 4pm.  

If you have something to promote at the parish for immediate distribution or if you cannot make the 
deadline for Lumen Christi, please email directly about your event or announcement. We can make separate 
posters, handouts, flyers for your event to be made available at the Cathedral.  

I look forward to fielding your questions for CTL Q&A  in the next issue of Lumen Christi! 
  
addictissimus vobis in Domino, 

 
 
 
 

Joey Belleza 
Cathedral Communications Manager 
Editor, Lumen Christi 
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 Cathedral Events 

The Oakland Symphony Chorus under the 
direction of Dr. Lynne Morrow is happy to 
announce this year's Spring Concert, “Passover & 
Eastertide,” to be performed at the Cathedral of 

Christ the Light on April 18, 2020 at 8pm. Continue your celebration of the Paschal Mystery 
at this wonderful concert! For more information, please visit: oaklandsymphony.org 

Chorus Spring Concert: 
Passover & Eastertide 
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         Lux Vera 

meditations, musings,  
 & miscellanea for the month 

featuring reflections on: 

“...Erat lux vera quae inluminat omnem  

hominem venientem in  

mundum.” (Ioan. I, ix-x) 

“...He was the true light which  

enlightens all who come into this world.”  

(John 1:9-10) 

Exactly 40 days after Christmas, Joseph and Mary return to the 

Temple for her ritual purification and for the child’s consecration to 

God, as stipulated in the Law of Moses. Today, the Feast of the 

Presentation (known also as Candlemas and the Purification of 

Mary), we see a brief flash of Christmas glory. In the traditional 

Roman Calendar, the Presentation completes the entire cycle 

known as “Christmastide,” which begins on the first Sunday of 

Advent and lasts until now. Today we also change our seasonal 

Marian antiphon, transitioning from the Alma Redemptoris Mater of 

Christmastide to Ave Regina Caelorum, which will accompany us until 

Easter. As if to remind us of the joy of Bethlehem, our new Marian 

antiphon has us singing these wonderful, rhyming lines to the 

Blessed Mother: 

 

Salve, radix! Salve, porta 

ex qua mundo Lux est orta! 

(Hail, O root! Hail, O gate 

from which the Light entered the world!) 

 

Indeed, Mary is this radix, the root of Jesse, from which will spring 

the Christ (cf. Isaiah 11:1); truly she is, as the Litany of Loreto calls 

her, the Gate of Heaven through which the Light of the World 

comes forth. The Son whom she bore is truly the consummation of 

the Law and prophets, the “great light” which shines in the dark-

ness. As during Christmas and the Epiphany, we recall the motif of 

“light” as we return to St. Luke’s infancy narratives. As the Gospel 

recounts for us, Simeon was a devout, righteous Jew, filled with the 

Holy Spirit, who was promised that he would not die until he had 

seen the Christ. Through Jesus, the Lord’s promise to Simeon is 

fulfilled, and so today, we hear the Canticle of Simeon, known fa-

mously by its Latin incipit Nunc dimittis according to Jerome’s mas-

terful translation of the Bible. 

 

Dismiss now thy servant, O Lord, according to thy Word 

in peace, 

for mine eyes have seen thy salvation 

which thou hast shown in the face of all peoples– 

a light of revelation to the Gentiles 

and the glory of thy people Israel. (Luke 2:29-32) 

 

Again, as during the Epiphany, we rediscover the idea that the sal-

vation of God is for all peoples, for he has shown it before their 

eyes. Yet not everybody knows this salvation, and even less follow 

His path. How can Simeon say that salvation has been shown to all 

peoples? 

 

The story of the Magi teaches us that a discernible wisdom based in 

divine reason (Logos) points in veiled ways to God. The cosmos 

boasts of an inherent sacramentality, and all human wisdom, even 

the wisdom of the pagans who knew not the faith of Israel, con-

tains within it some kernel of truth waiting to find fulfillment. By 

the time of Christ, even Graeco-Roman (continued on next page)   

February 2: The Presentation 

The Presentation • Saint Agatha • The Chair of Saint Peter • Penance at the Sushi Bar?  • and more 
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philosophy had advanced to a stage where it 

recognized the existence of some all-powerful 

unity–which even they called Theos in Greek, 

Deus in Latin– that governed the actions of 

the lesser deities, although the consummation 

of this insight in Christian theology would 

come centuries later. An affinity between 

pagan Greek philosophy of logos and the 

Jewish wisdom literature took form years 

earlier, an effect of increased contact between 

the two cultures which culminated in the 

production of the Septuagint, or Greek Old 

Testament. God is in the world, and he can 

be found here; Greece and Rome 

acknowledged him in an imperfect way 

without the direct revelation enjoyed by the 

Jews, as did the Zoroastrians (of which the 

Magi probably were). Of course, both in the 

“eastern lands” of the Magi and in Graeco-Roman culture, this acknowledgement of a single God was by no means universal, and it was 

discerned only by a few. What separates the Magi and the wise philosophers from the majority of people in those times was this: these 

few prudent souls actively sought the Truth. 

 

Yes, Christ is the Light of Nations and he has shone in the darkness, but even when he appeared, only a few people knew about his 

arrival. Innkeepers shut their doors to the Holy Family. Mary gave birth while the world lay asleep in “heavenly peace”; later, she would 

return to that town from where no good thing was thought to arise (John 1:46). The Magi beat Herod’s best Jewish scholars to the 

realization that the Messiah was born. On today’s feast, in the heart of Jerusalem itself, only two elderly people– Simeon the Just and 

Anna the Prophetess– recognized the Lord’s true presence in his holy Temple. Simeon “was righteous and devout, awaiting the 

consolation of Israel,” while Anna, a widower, devoted herself as a spouse of the Lord, “worshipping day and night with fasting and 

prayer” (Luke 2:25,37). While the rest of the population was swept up in the worldly hustle and bustle associated with Caesar’s census 

(Luke 2:1-3), Simeon and Anna kept their eyes on the Lord, awaiting with eager expectation the appearance of God’s Anointed. They too 

sought the Truth, and they found him in the Temple as a meek and humble offering to God. 

 

Simeon, filled with the Holy Spirit and holding in his arms the Truth incarnate, makes a prophetic utterance: “Behold, this child is 

destined for the fall and rise of many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be contradicted (and you yourself [Mary] a sword will pierce) so 

that the thoughts of many hearts may be revealed.” A sign of contradiction indeed he became– through his death came eternal life; an 

execution for criminals became the path to freedom; “he saved others, yet he cannot save himself.” We cannot imagine with what sadness 

these words returned to the Virgin’s mind as she knelt at the foot of the Cross. Yet she did not protest nor cry against God, but, as Luke 

was fond of saying, “Mary kept all these things and pondered them in her heart” (2:19,57). She too, like her son, was like a lamb led to 

slaughter and a sheep before shearers– silent, opening not her mouth (Isaiah 53:7). 

 

As we should always remember, the Incarnation points to the Paschal Mystery. Even in the happy occasion of the ritual cleansing and 

consecration to the Lord, Simeon is ever mindful that Mary, her child, and indeed all of Israel will be pierced by many swords along the 

rocky path to redemption. Even she who was conceived without the sin of Adam is not preserved from the bitter trials of earthly life. On 

the Feast of the Presentation, we present ourselves to God; like Mary and her Son, we remind ourselves of the trials that we will inevitably 

face on life’s sojourn. Like Simeon and Anna, we actively seek the Truth, discerning him in signs great and small, giving thanks and praise 

to the Father who has bestowed on us a life of freedom, that our love for him might be sincere and true. May we never waver from our 

pursuit of the Truth, so that when the last of life’s swords has pierced our hearts, we might peacefully close our eyes, conf ident in the 

consolation which comes from God; and in union with our forefathers in faith, at the hour of death, we might solemnly declare: 

 

Nunc dimittis servum tuum, Domine,  

secundum Verbum tuum in pace: 

quia viderunt oculi mei salutare tuum, 

quod parasti ante faciem omnium populorum– 

Lumen ad revelationem Gentium 

et gloriam plebis tuae Israel. Amen.   •  J.B.  

         Lux Vera 
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         Lux Vera 

February 5: Saint Agatha 
Catanae, in Sicilia, natalis sanctae Agathae, Virginis et 

Martyris; quae, temporibus Decii Imperatoris, sub 

Quintiano Judice, 

post alapas et carcerem, 

post equuleum et torsiones, 

post mamillarum abscissionem, 

post volutationem in testulis et carbonibus, 

tandem in carcere, Deum precans, consummata est. 

 

St. Agatha’s entry in the Roman Martyrology is quite impressive, 

given the litany of sufferings she endured before her death. In fact, 

the text says that she died only 

“after beatings and imprisonment, 

after being stretched on the rack 

and impaled, after her breasts were 

cut off, and after being rolled in 

ceramic shards and embers.” Like 

Agnes of Rome, whose memory 

we recalled last month, Agatha of 

Sicily is likewise one of the famous 

virgin-martyrs of noble birth who, 

after refusing the advances of a 

pagan man, was killed for her 

unwavering faith in Christ. 

 

Around the year 250 AD, the 

emperor Decius decreed a new 

wave of persecution against Christians. Quintianus, the local consul 

in Catania, decided to utilize this edict as a means for satisfying his 

lust. He ordered Agatha arrested and brought to his quarters, where 

he intended to impose his wicked desires upon her. But to keep her 

as his own, Agatha would have to abjure the Christian religion and 

make sacrifice to the gods of Rome. Agatha refused. Seeing her 

resoluteness, the consul sent the young girl to the care of a woman 

named Aphrodisia, who with her nine daughters shared beds with 

various men in exchange for riches and patronage. These women 

for thirty days attempted with all forms of persuasion to break 

Agatha’s will, enticing her with promises of prestige while 

reminding her of the ghastly tortures already prepared if she 

refused. With tears and fervent prayers, she firmly pushed these 

temptations aside, and at the end of thirty days she was brought 

back to Quintianus. 

 

Twice she stood trial before the consul, and twice she sternly 

rebuked him. After the first interrogation, the outraged official 

remanded her to jail, but not before having her beaten severely. 

After the second interrogation, Quintianus offered to save her if 

she would submit to the state religion; Agatha replied that Christ 

alone was her salvation. Frustrated at the failure of all his vicious 

efforts, Quintianus then consigned Agatha to be stretched on the 

rack as sharp hooks and spikes tore at her flesh, and she endured it 

with the same cheerfulness that Agnes will later show in Rome. 

Wishing to humiliate her even more, the consul ordered her breasts 

cut off and returned to prison, this time to solitary confinement. 

 

Despite her isolation, Agatha was miraculously healed (according to 

legend, the Apostle Peter visited the girl and cured her wounds). 

When four days had passed, the guards brought the healthy girl to 

Quintianus, who, in a fit of maddened incredulity, commanded that 

she be stripped, beaten, and dragged through a pile of burning coals 

and broken pottery. This would be her final trial. As the embers 

burned and the shards scraped away the remnants of her broken 

flesh, Agatha was heard to have said: 

“Lord, my Creator, you have ever 

protected me from the cradle; you have 

taken me from the love of the world, 

and given me patience to suffer: 

receive now my soul”– and after 

pronouncing these words, she entered 

the glorious company of the angels. 

For this reason we read in the 

Martyrology the words: Deum precans, 

consummata est (and praying to God, she 

was consumed). 

 

Indeed, the ancient writers of the 

Martyrology intended to demonstrate 

the consummately Christlike fashion in 

which she made her final testimony. Those final four words, Deum 

precans, consummata est, seems to be a deliberate textual parallel to 

John’s passion narrative (19:30), which in the Vulgate reads: cum ergo 

accepisset Iesus acetum dixit “consummatum est”, et inclinato capite, tradidit 

spiritum (when he had taken the vinegar, he said “It is finished”, and 

bowing his head, gave up the ghost). We know that on the Cross, 

despite the intensity of his trials, Jesus continued to pray to the 

Father. He intoned Psalm 22 with a loud voice not only as 

recognition of his own human suffering but as a firm declaration of 

hope in the saving power of God. Agatha, too, offered unto heaven 

an ultimate prayer as her own mortal body was pierced at the hands 

of pagan tyranny. Because of her steadfast imitation of Christ, the 

churches in Catania and Carthage quickly added her name to the 

celebration of the Eucharist, and her memory found its way 

thereafter into the liturgy of Rome. The whole Latin Church 

accordingly commemorates St. Agatha in the Roman Canon in the 

second list of saints in recognition of her courageous conformity to 

Christ. Yes, Agatha was consumed, not so much by fire but for the 

love of the Lord; and like a small candle that has reached the end of 

its wick, she gave all of herself until she had none left to give, only 

to rise like the scent of perfumed wax or the smoke of incense unto 

the glory of heavenly altar, where with Felicity, Perpetua, Lucy, 

Agnes, Cecilia, Anastasia, and innumerable Christian maidens, she 

eternally gazes on the glory of the Lord unveiled. •  J.B.  

http://vmntblog.com/2014/01/st-agnes-of-rome-gladiator-for-chris.html
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         Lux Vera 

The little prayer “O Magnum Mysterium” (text given below) is the responsory for the fourth lesson of Matins (Morning Prayer) on 
Christmas Day in the old Divine Office (the predecessor of today’s Liturgy of the Hours). Like many older liturgical texts, its exact 
authorship and provenance are unknown, but its pious medieval sentiments are nevertheless immortalized as part of the Latin liturgical 
patrimony. In the Middle Ages and Renaissance, this prayer was a favorite of clergy and laity alike, and illustrious musicians of those 
centuries set this responsory to some of the most wonderful settings of sacred music ever written. Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, 
William Byrd, Thomas Tallis, and Giovanni Gabrieli count themselves among those who gave to this text a distinctive musical expression 
which wonderfully conveys some aspect of the mystery of Christmas. In recent decades, composers such as Francis Poulenc, Margaret 
Rizza, and David Conte have returned to the “O Magnum Mysterium,” rediscovering in its venerable, terse lines an ever-renewing source 
of musical inspiration. The text itself has become a timeless commentary on the realism of the Incarnation, with the image of the 
newborn Messiah among the animals as a sign of God’s unfathomable condescension from the heights of impassable eternity into the 
lowest, dirt-ridden depths of earthly existence.  

A Great Mystery Indeed: 
A Review of  Frank La Rocca’s 

O Magnum Mysterium 

O magnum mysterium et admirabile sacramentum,  
ut animalia viderent Dominum natum iacentem in praesepio.  

O Beata Virgo, cujus viscera meruerunt  
portare Dominum Iesum Christum. Alleluia! 

O great mystery and wonderful sacrament, 
that animals should see the newborn Lord lying in the manger! 
O Blessed Virgin, whose womb was worthy 
to carry the Lord Jesus Christ! Alleluia! 

Among today’s aficionados of sacred music, two of the most prominent and best-
loved settings of “O Magnum Mysterium” are those of the Spanish priest Tomas 
Luis de Victoria (1548-1611) and the American composer Morten Laurisden (born 
1943). Both settings feature frequently in the Christmas concerts of the best choral 
ensembles, as well as in the magnificent Christmas liturgies of great cathedrals and 
basilicas the world over. The continuing popularity of these motets, perhaps, owes 
to the fact that each one manifests, in an intensified way, two respective faces of 
the same coin that is the Incarnation—the token of our redemption. Victoria’s 
setting, redolent of the gravity of childbirth and already looking forward to the 
passion of Christ, hauntingly delivers a somber resonance by remaining largely in a 
minor key; even the cheerfulness of its triple-metered alleluias is dampened by the 
persistent to-and-fro between the natural minor and major fifth, almost mirroring 
how Christ descends, so to speak, “down to earth,” into a life marked by the 
travails of earthly existence.  
 
Laurisden, on the other hand, takes an opposite approach. Drawing (perhaps unwittingly) from his family’s northern European heritage, 
the sweet sounds of a tranquil, snow-sprinkled Christmas shines through. The spirit of distinctly English Christmas carols like “Silent 
Night”—so familiar and dear to Americans like Laurisden—illumines this contemporary version. It is a great choral lullaby to the Christ 
child, with its slow yet sonorous harmonies rising and falling predictably in the sweet interval between the first and the fourth, like the 
calm, sleeping breath of a “holy infant so tender and mild,” resolving back to the major key with a glowing comfort that suggests the 
warmth of a fireplace on a frostbitten winter night. Against the propensity of some contemporary composers to introduce and extend 
dissonance to the nearly unbearable, Laurisden admirably takes a path of restraint, reserving only one mildly jarring moment for the words 
“Beata Virgo,” a subtle foreshadow of the swords of sorrow which would later pierce the Virgin’s heart. Yet this drop of dissonance 
dissolves and resolves almost immediately, like a single snowflake falling into a mug of mulled wine, returning to that soothing lullaby-like 
quality which evokes a “sleep in heavenly peace.” Laurisden himself intended this motet to be “an affirmation of God’s grace to the 
meek—a quiet song of profound inner joy.” In this aim he surely succeeded. 
 
But where does this leave Frank La Rocca? 
 
If Victoria presents a focus on the human aspect of the Incarnation while Laurisden emphasizes the divine—two sides of the same 
coin—La Rocca seems to have undertaken the far more ambitious task of making the coin stand on its edge, musically presenting both 
aspects of the feast in a wonderful balance, highlighting the fact that Christmas is indeed a magnum mysterium, the great mystery which 
consummates the incommensurable.   (continued on next page) 
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La Rocca said as much (with different words) during his keynote speech at this year’s Conference of 
Roman Catholic Cathedral Musicians (CRCCM), hosted here at our Cathedral of Christ the 
Light. His address, titled “The Apologetics of Beauty: A Musical Theology of the Incarnation,” was 
more than a delightfully illuminating presentation. It was a tour de force of musical and intellectual 
erudition, a real manifestation of the true liturgical spirit which recent Popes have explicitly desired 
to impart to Church musicians since Saint Pius X issued the encyclical letter Tra le sollecitudini in 1903. 
What separates Frank La Rocca from many of his contemporaries, and indeed from many otherwise 
gifted composers from the baroque era onward, is that he respects the sacred liturgy. For him, liturgical 
texts are not mere springboards for his own musical expression, nor mere tools to showcase his 
virtuosity, nor mere words whose highest aspirations are attained as performance pieces. He does 
not abstract the texts from their liturgical context by unnaturally and unnecessarily troping, 
extending, and repeating phrases which are intended to be sung once. Unlike composers like Mozart 
and Verdi, he does not divide unified prayers into parts and turn them into separate operatic arias. 
His aim is not simply to exalt the solo skill of a soprano or the talent of a tenor. Rather, Frank La 
Rocca writes liturgical music to be sung as liturgical prayer for the exaltation of Almighty God. His 
prayerful spirit was most evident during his address in which he explained the composition of his “O 
Magnum Mysterium.”  
 

In this piece, La Rocca did not wish to consider Christmas as an isolated event; rather he wanted the motet to express the threefold 
descent of God into the world: first, at the creation of the universe; second, at the Incarnation itself; and third, in the Holy Eucharist. He 
indicates these three different moments through use of a musical motif taken from Johann Sebastian Bach—the so-called kreuzmotiv or 
“cross motif.” This consists of four tones or notes that follow each other in such a way that a cross is obtained when the outer and inner 
tones are paired. At the outset, the “O,” a primal “pre-verbal” utterance, is meant to represent the primordial ocean of chaos out of 
which God created the heavens and the earth. Yet, as the chorus sings this “O,” the kreuzmotiv is already present, sung by the sopranos. 
La Rocca calls this a “musical hermeneutic” of the theology of creation or musical interpretation of the inbreaking of God’s creative 
power into the abyss—the first descent of the infinite God into the finite world. The voices then converge out of the indeterminacy of 
the “O” into the words “magnum mysterium,” where the kreuzmotiv is once again heard—this time not as a succession of notes, but as a 
fourfold progression of chords through the word “mysterium.” La Rocca intended this to signify the “mystery” of Christ’s descent into 
the flesh, signaling that the birth of the Lord already looks forward to his suffering and death. The third appearance of the kreuzmotiv 
occurs at the words “Beata Virgo cuius viscera meruerunt...” Here, Christ takes his own flesh from the flesh of the Virgin—the same 
flesh which will be broken on Calvary. La Rocca comments on this connection between Crib and Cross: “At the moment the Euchar istic 
flesh is given in the womb, we see the Cross, where Mary will stand, participating in the suffering of her Son.”  
 
Then the phrase “[portare] Dominum Christum” is repeated three times, perhaps reflecting the threefold descent of God into the world. 
The first is marked by a dramatic crescendo terminating on a dissonant chord, moving from B minor to F major—opposite poles on the 
cycle of fifths—signifying the broken body of the Lord. Up to this point, the piece is plaintive and haunting, firmly seated in the key of B 
minor, wonderfully expressing the latent sorrow already present in the joy of Christmas; its frequent recourse to the major fifth (F sharp) 
and resolution back to B minor reminds one of great Renaissance settings such as Byrd’s and Victoria’s. From the successive repetitions 
of “Dominum Christum,” however, the piece takes a turn toward the key of D major, and suddenly, the full, soothing harmonies which 
mark Laurisden’s setting find a place in the conclusion of La Rocca’s piece. The alleluias here rise and descend with loving tenderness, 
their kindly inviting tones a welcome relief from the mourning character of the first fifty-eight bars. The return of the sweetness which 
marks our popular conceptions of Christmas almost makes one forget the trials and sufferings to come, and joy of the Incarnation rushes 
forth in a swelling of emotion that cannot but soften the hardest heart and dampen the driest eyes.  
 
To conclude, La Rocca returns to the beginning—the haunting “O” sequence is repeated once more, but the underlying chord does not 
return to B minor. We remain in the felicity of D major, a sign of our hope that in Christ, “every tear shall be wiped away.” The 
kreuzmotiv is subtly heard but gives way to a word of final resolution in bright lullaby tones that might make Morten Laurisden nod with 
approval: “Amen.” In this way, La Rocca seems to suggest the recapitulation of all things in the Lord. The Lord Jesus Christ, the Alpha 
and the Omega, shines through from the beginning of creation to its end.  
 
In this way, Frank La Rocca gives us an attempt, both admirable and largely successful, to present the multifaceted mystery of the 
Incarnation in all its depth, nuance, and beauty through the sign of the Cross. This is the spirit which should animate composers of true 
liturgical music—a real appreciation for the sacred mysteries ought to radiate from such compositions, so that God himself might be 
glorified with the best of what our voice can offer.  
 
La Rocca concluded his address with an exhortation to his fellow musicians which is worth repeating: 
 

All of us gathered here today are apologists of beauty, whether we think of ourselves in this way or not. In whatever it is that we 
do, we must always strive for artistic excellence. Nothing could be less persuasive than mediocrity. I see my own role as a 
composer, then, in seeking to produce substantial and beautiful work as a kind of missionary work. And that work means that I 
must be engaged in the constant task of trying to understand myself and how to respond to the truth—and thereby, perhaps, to 

help others to do the same.  •  J.B 

Frank La Rocca 
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February 6: The Japanese Martyrs 
On February 5, we recall the martyrdom of the young virgin 

Agatha, whose memory is venerated perpetually in the Roman 

Canon. In a lesser known event on that same date in 1597, twenty-

six Japanese Catholics were hoisted upon crosses and thus received 

unfading crowns of glory from the hand of the Chief Shepherd. So 

valorous was the testimony of these martyrs that their own proper 

feast is celebrated the following day , in order that their memory 

might not be obscured by St. Agatha. In the Martyrology, 

immediately following Agatha’s citation, we find this text: 

 

At Nagasaki in Japan, the suffering of twenty-six Martyrs, 

among which were three priests with one cleric and two 

laypersons of the Friars Minor; three, including one cleric, 

of the Society of Jesus; and seventeen of the Third Order 

of St. Francis. All these, for the Catholic Faith, having 

been raised upon crosses and impaled with spears, while 

preaching the faith and giving divine praises, gloriously 

expired; and by Blessed Pius IX, Supreme Pontiff, they 

were enrolled into the calendar of Saints. 

 

To understand the story of these martyrs, we must go back a few 

years to the origin of Christian missionary activity in Japan, begun 

by the indomitable St. Francis Xavier, SJ, in 1549, and continued 

under Alessandro Valignano, SJ, Apostolic Visitor to the Far East 

from 1578 onward. Spending only two years in Japan, Francis had 

difficulty making inroads into Japanese culture, converting very few, 

but nevertheless planting the seeds for his Jesuit brothers who 

would come after him. Unlike his experience with Indian and 

Chinese languages, Francis struggled to master the Japanese idiom, 

for European contact with the archipelago was less than a decade 

old when he first set foot in Japan. The small Christian 

communities he founded were nevertheless very devoted to the 

faith, and eventually the rate of conversion increased such that by 

the time Valignano arrived in Asia, Christ had already claimed over 

100,000 souls; all of this is remarkable from the fact that Japan 

never fell under the European colonial yoke which bound other 

Asian peoples. 

 

Valignano, unlike Francis Xavier, spared no effort for the education 

of Jesuit missionaries in Japanese language and culture. Two years 

of intensive study in the local tongue was made a requirement, 

while in Japan itself, the Jesuits adopted many of the cultural forms

– food, clothing, modes of address, etc., in order to bolster 

catechetical effectiveness. More Japanese men were integrated into 

the Society of Jesus. Under Valignano’s watch, the Jesuits eventually 

published a Japanese dictionary and grammar texts, as well as 

biographies of saints; through his linguistically-rigorous approach to 

priestly formation and his adoption of certain Japanese cultural 

forms, Valignano became the driving force behind European-

Japanese cross-cultural exchange. A young Japanese man named 

Miki was one of many Jesuit-educated youths form Valignano’s 

tenure, and he later entered formation in the Jesuit order, taking the 

Christian name “Paulo.” 

 

Paulo Miki he not only translated for his Jesuit brothers but earned 

fame as a preacher in his own right, winning converts to the Church 

by his fervent, eloquent orations. Through his efforts and the 

efforts of many like him, the Church in Japan grew such that 

dozens of daimyo (feudal lords) and 200,000 Japanese people 

became Christian by the end of the 16th century. Locals flocked not 

only to the Jesuits but also to Dominicans and Franciscans, and it 

was not uncommon that in Christian communities the laypeople 

would join the Third Order of St. Francis. 

 

By 1590, the daimyo Toyotomi Hideyoshi had subjugated Japan 

and, like other non-Christian lords, became wary of European 

influence in Japan. Three years earlier, he had issued a decree for 

the lands under his control, banning therein the Catholic religion. 

As the 17th century approached, Hideyoshi continued to 

consolidate power; he set his sights on controlling the highly 

Christianized port city of Nagasaki, the precious gateway to 

European trade. Spurred by false reports of forced conversions, 

slavery, and outright desecration of Buddhist practices, in early 1597 

Hideyoshi decided to make a dramatic statement to both the 

missionaries and to the Japanese people of Nagasaki who would 

follow them. 

 

After arresting Paulo Miki and twenty-five other Christians 

(including the 12-year old Luis Ibaraki and two more youths), 

Hideyoshi forced them to march nearly 600 miles from Kyoto to 

Nagasaki. However, this ordeal could scarcely dampen their spirits, 

for they repeatedly prayed with zeal, singing with great joy the Te 

Deum in anticipation of the celestial reward. Upon arriving at 

booming port city, the daimyo’s men proceeded to crucify the 

twenty-six in plain public view, in a horrific attempt to mock the 

foreign religion and to dissuade would-be converts. But through the 

Lord, mockery becomes glorification, and the condemned 

Christians rejoiced at being found worthy to die as the Lord had 

died. Paulo Miki, unfazed by this violence, forgave his executioners 

while continuing to preach the salvation of Christ from the heights 

of the cross. Finally, to silence the invincible piety of this group, 

Hideyoshi’s soldiers thrust their lances through each one, 

unwittingly launching twenty-six martyred souls into the heights of 

heaven. 

 

The martyrs were a diverse bunch: among them were missionaries 

and natives, priests and laymen, Franciscans and Jesuits, adults and 

children. Yet among them all, the layman Paolo Miki is most 

revered, so much that the Roman Calendar names today’s feast as 

“the Memorial of St. Paulo Miki and his companions.” What this  

http://vmntblog.com/2014/02/st-agatha-of-sicily-5-february.html
http://vmntblog.com/2014/02/st-agatha-of-sicily-5-february.html
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little fact can teach us is, as Popes Benedict XVI and Francis have 

often underlined, that the Church is not merely the clergy nor the 

hierarchy; rather, laypersons also have a critical role in preaching 

Christ crucified. That Paulo Miki is remembered and mentioned 

before his ordained fellow martyrs is quite emblematic of the 

historical experience of Catholics in Japan. The massacre of the 

twenty-six was only the beginning of a systematically brutal 

persecution of Christians which would eventually result in the 

expulsion of all foreigners from Japan and a period of strict 

isolationism that would last from the early 17th century until 1853. 

In his General Audience of January 15, 2014, Pope Francis told the 

story and its relation to the all-important sacrament of Baptism. 

 

On the importance of Baptism for the People of God, the 

history of the Christian community in Japan is exemplary. 

It suffered severe persecution at the start of the 17th 

century. There were many martyrs, members of the clergy 

were expelled, and thousands of faithful killed. No priest 

was left in Japan– they were all expelled. Then the 

community retreated into hiding, keeping the faith and 

prayer in seclusion. And when a child was born, the father 

or mother baptized him or her, because the faithful can 

baptize in certain circumstances. When, after about 250 

years, missionaries returned to Japan, thousands of 

Christians stepped out into the open and the Church was 

able to flourish again. They survived by the grace of 

Baptism! This is profound: the People of God transmits 

the faith, baptizes her children, and carries on. And they 

kept, even in secret, a strong communal spirit, because 

their Baptism had made of them one single body in Christ: 

they were isolated and hidden, but they were always 

members of the People of God, members of the Church. 

Let us learn a great deal from this story! 

 

To illustrate the how well the underground Church preserved the 

faith for over two centuries, consider this story: when the Paris 

Foreign Mission Society built a church on the outskirts of Nagasaki 

in the mid 1860s (one of the first public churches built since the 

end of the persecutions), a group from the nearby village 

approached cautiously. A villager woman greeted the French 

missionary, Fr. Petitjean, and she identified her group as Christian, 

much to the priest’s surprise. The villagers had come to verify that a 

priest had returned to them: as evidence, they wanted three things: 

to see a statue of the Blessed Mother, to know that the priest was 

indeed celibate, and proof that he was sent to Japan by Papal 

authority. Upon confirming that he was indeed a priest, more 

underground Catholics emerged and came to Petitjean’s church to 

worship. A report was drawn up and sent to Rome, which Blessed 

Pius IX himself read with great astonishment. We can scarcely 

fathom what elation must have flowed from the hearts of those 

Japanese Christians upon realizing the return of Christ’s true 

Priesthood! 

 

As Pope Francis emphasized, the survival of the Church in Japan is 

a direct result of the efforts of lay people, and Paulo Miki is its 

model par excellence of a holy layman. Even as he died, he remained 

the same outspoken prophet of the Gospel who held fast to the 

faith even unto the shedding of his blood. Through his martyrdom, 

he taught the underground Church that the promise of eternal life 

is greater than the loss of the present one, and thus he encouraged 

them to guard the faith, despite the threat of death, and despite the 

temptation to assimilate into the wider culture. The story of Paulo 

Miki and his companions prove Tertullian’s famous saying that “the 

blood of martyrs is the seed of the Church,” and today we rejoice 

with the Christians of Japan in thanksgiving for their loyal 

testimony to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. •  J.B. 
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February 14: Saint Valentine 
Few places in the world are as fascinating as Rome. Traces of 
the ancient Republic, remnants of the vast Empire, the relics of 
medieval cosmatesque decoration, the splendor of the 
Renaissance, and the extravagance of the baroque all converge 
in the City sanctified by the blood of the Holy Apostles Peter 
and Paul. While its density of historical artifacts and myriad 
artistic treasures attract the attention of tourists from around 
the world, Catholics remember that Rome’s perennially exalted 
place in our consciousness is not so much due to its physical 
beauty; rather, its physical beauty points to the eternal beauty of 
Christ, for whom the apostles and martyrs gave their lives. 
Nevertheless, in a city marked by an abundance of both 
Christian and pagan art, it’s sometimes easy to get lost in 
particular landmarks and to let the Christian aspect of Rome 
fade in the background. One Roman spot where this often 
occurs is, quite ironically, in the very front of a church at the 
western end of the Circus Maximus, facing the Forum Boarium 
and close to the Tiber. 

 
The Basilica of Santa Maria in Cosmedin (or Santa Maria in Schola Graeca) is one of Rome’s most venerable basilicas. Built in the sixth 
century when Rome fell under heavy Byzantine influence, it was erected over the ruins of an old temple to Hercules in a district of Rome 
which retained a heavy Greek-speaking population (hence the term schola graeca). Nearby was one of the locations where ancient Romans 
distributed grain for the poor (called cura Annonae, named after Annona, the godly personification of the yearly grain distribution). When 
the basilica was built, the pope continued the place’s association with charitable works by establishing Santa Maria in Cosmedin as a 
diaconia (deaconry), headed by a Cardinal-Deacon whose job was to ensure the provision of supplies to the needy. Even today, this basilica 
is still the titular diaconia of a Cardinal of the Roman Curia, although this title has remained vacant since 1958.  
 
In the eighth century, Greek monks escaping the iconoclastic persecutions under the Byzantine Emperor Leo III sought refuge in Rome, 
where they settled in the Schola Graeca. These highly artistic monks decorated the basilica in the Byzantine style, with intricate fractals of 
inlaid stones on the floor, and brightly illuminated golden mosaics and frescoes in the apse and walls. By this time, the basilica had 
become one of the most elegant in Rome, hence its title “in Cosmedin,” derived from the Greek kosmidion which refers to its beauty (this 
is the same root for our word “cosmetic”). 
 
17th century baroque additions to the basilica were stripped away 
in the restoration of the 19th century, thus revealing the original 
Greek designs of the old church. However, one 17th century 
addition remained—the so-called Bocca della Verità, or “Mouth of 
Truth.” This is a large (1,300 kilograms!) stone disc with the face 
of a man engraved on it, with openings in the eyes, nose, and 
mouth. Probably an ancient drainage covering, it came to be 
placed somewhere on the outer wall of Santa Maria in Cosmedin 
in the 13th century, then finally moved to its current location in the 
portico (front porch) as part of the 17th century renovations. The 
name Bocca della Verità refers to a local legend that if you place 
your hand inside the mouth and swear falsely, the hand will be 
bitten off. This old Roman tradition was made famous by an 
iconic scene in the 1953 romantic comedy “Roman Holiday” 
starring Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck. These days, hundreds 
if not thousands of tourists line up daily in front of Santa Maria in 
Cosmedin, waiting to recreate Hepburn and Peck’s Oscar-winning 
romantic antics, or simply to take a photo with their hands inside 
the Bocca.  
 
The great irony is that, while so much attention is given by tourists to the Bocca and all its romantic associations thanks to “Roman 
Holiday,” Santa Maria in Cosmedin holds another feature which should be of even greater interest to lovers, especially on a day now 
dedicated to the notion of romantic love. For inside the basilica, displayed in a humble side chapel, (continued on next page) 

Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Rome 

scene from “Roman Holiday” (1953), at the 

Bocca della Verità’  
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Romae, via Flaminia, natalis Sancti Valentini,  
presbyter Romae  qui, post multa sanitatum  
et doctrinae insignia, fustibus caesus et decollatus est  
sub Claudio Caesare. 
 

At Rome, on the Flaminian Way, the birth [into 
heaven; i.e., his death] of Saint Valentine, a priest of 
Rome who, after healing many and instructing them 
the doctrines of the faith, was clubbed to death and 
beheaded under the emperor Claudius. 

are the exposed relics of Saint Valentine himself, a priest of the Church of Rome who suffered martyrdom in 269 AD. Little is known 
about his life outside of his brief entry in the Roman Martyrology:  

Indeed, in an area about two miles outside the Flaminian Gate lie the old Catacombs of Saint Valentine, near the spot of his execution 
and burial. After the legalization of Christianity in the 4th century, Pope Julius I built a basilica over it, which later became a monastery; 
this monastery persisted until around the 14th century, when a decline in the rural population (probably on account of the Great Plague) 
sent the monastery into ruin. It is likely around this time that the relics of Valentine were brought into the city itself, with his skull ending 
up at Santa Maria in Cosmedin where it remains today. 
 
His association with romance and love arises only in the literature of the next millennium, in the context of Anglo-French courtly love.  
Valentine’s true story, on the other hand, is a story of that “greatest love,” that is, “to lay down one’s life for one’s friends” (John 15:13) 
as the Lord taught. While no further extant sources outside the Martyrology tell us more about his life, the pious legends faithfully passed 
down by the Church of Rome to the medieval era are worthy of examination, if only for the fact they give us examples of good Christian 
virtue and show us at least a small glimpse into what Catholics of earlier centuries, who more fervently kept his true memory alive, knew 
about Valentine. The most well known of these stories is recounted in the Legenda Aurea (Golden Legend) of Jacobus de Voragine, a 13th 
century Christian writer who compiled stories about the saints into a consolidated multi-volume work. In this story, Valentine is brought 
before the Emperor Claudius and told to answer for his faith. He spoke so movingly and eloquently that the Emperor took a liking to 
Valentine, until Calpurnius, the city prefect, convinced the Emperor otherwise.  
 
Claudius then sent Valentine into the custody of an official named Asterius, to whom the Emperor promised riches if he could convince 
the priest to renounce the faith. Valentine countered by preaching about Christ the Light of the World. Upon hearing this discourse on 
light, Asterius mentioned that his daughter was blind, and that if she were cured, he would accept the Lord. Sure enough, Valentine’s 
prayers secured the desired healing, and Asterius threw himself at the feet of the saint, begging to be saved in the name of Christ. Asterius 
and 44 members of his household entered the Church that day. Finally, sensing the great threat to the religion of the state posed by the 
wonderworking priest, Claudius had Valentine, Asterius, and their companions executed on February 14, 269 outside the Flaminian Gate. 
 
Whether or not Voragine’s account perfectly corresponds to history will never be known, but this is not so important. What the 
Martyrology tells us is more critical: that there was a priest of Rome named Valentine who healed many and taught them the faith, and 
that after he was arrested, he was beaten with clubs and beheaded outside the city on the Via Flaminia. On this point, all hagiographies of 
Valentine, including that of Voragine, agree perfectly.  

 
Things which appeal to sweet, romantic 
sentiments can often obscure realities and 
difficult truths which are more important to 
remember. For example, the fixation of 
tourists on the Bocca della Verità tends to 
overshadow the splendid manifestations of 
Christian Byzantine art which adorn a 
beautiful church dedicated to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary. Likewise, the pious legends about 
Saint Valentine ministering to married couples 
or his associations with romantic love (which 
come about only in the High Middle Ages) 
often veils what precious little we truly know 
about the man. On February 14, the Feast of 
Saint Valentine, may all Christians, married or 
not, recall the example of this great Roman 
saint, and see in his story that “greatest love” 
by which he offered himself to God, in perfect 
imitation of Christ who “emptied himself... 

unto death” (Philippians 2).  •  J.B The relics of Saint Valentine at Santa Maria in Cosmedin 
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February 22: The Chair of  Peter 
From the old Roman Martyrology: 

 

January 18: the Feast of the Chair of Saint Peter the 

Apostle, from which he first presided at Rome. 

February 22: At Antioch [in Syria], the Feast of the Chair 

of Saint Peter the Apostle, where the disciples were first 

called “Christians.” 

 

Today’s feast is a fusion of 

what were formerly two 

feasts; January 18 was the 

Feast of the Chair of Peter 

at Rome, while February 22 

commemorated the Chair of 

Peter at Antioch. Saint John 

XXIII’s revision of the 

calendar (1960) consolidated 

the two celebrations into a 

single Feast of the Chair of 

Peter on February 22. 

 

The consolidation of the 

feasts, though not 

uncontroversial, has some 

merit. The dual feasts are 

based on the traditional 

dates of Peter’s first liturgy 

in Rome (January 18) and of 

the Petrine Confession at 

Caesarea Philippi (February 

22). Both feasts are 

indisputably Roman in 

origin, and the designation of a feast “at Rome” and a feast “at 

Antioch” are relatively late developments; the two feasts refer 

originally to different celebrations in the city of Rome itself. The 

testimony of the first six centuries of Christianity recognize the true 

location of Peter’s first preaching in Rome as the Villa Acilii, a 

house near the Via Salaria and Via Nomentana. Today, this area 

holds the catacombs of Priscilla (St. Priscilla was the wife of a 

martyr named Acilius Glabrio), where, among others, the body of 

Saint Agnes was buried. At the Villa Acilli, Christians kept an actual 

wooden chair purported to be the one from which Peter first 

preached to the Romans. This chair was venerated on 18 January in 

memory of Peter’s first arrival and served as the official papal 

throne in the early centuries of the Church. Yet due to its location 

(the Via Salaria and Via Nomentana are common egress points into 

the City; almost every sack of Rome arrived from that direction, 

and Peter himself entered through it), this original cathedra Petri was 

either lost or completely destroyed during the Germanic invasions 

of the 6th century AD. A new wooden cathedra Petri was built to 

replace it, and this chair survives today at the Basilica of Saint Peter 

in the Vatican. 

 

When Christianity became legal and the great Basilica was built, the 

Romans deemed it more fitting to celebrate the Apostle not at a 

remote chapel at the Villa Acilii, but at the very place of his 

martyrdom, i.e., on the Vatican Hill. There, Christians celebrated 

Peter’s first confession at Caesarea Philippi (cf. Matthew 16:11-18) 

at the location of his final confessio. An authority no less than Saint 

Gregory the Great wrote that this day, February 22, was the day in 

which beatus bar-Jona voce Redemptoris 

fide devota praelatus est et per hanc Petri 

petram basis Ecclesiae fixus est (the 

blessed son of Jonah, by his devout 

faith, was given the Primacy by the 

Redeemer’s word, and by this rock 

of Peter, the foundation of the 

Church was laid). 

 

Today, the 6th century cathedra Petri 

is preserved at St. Peter’s Basilica in 

Rome inside Bernini’s massive 

altarpiece called “The Chair of 

Peter” (seen here). The altarpiece is 

a stunning sculptural allegory of the 

importance of Petrine authority in 

the Church. At bottom, four 

Doctors of the Church—Augustine 

and Ambrose representing the 

Latin West, Athanasius and 

Chrysostom representing the Greek 

East—seem to be holding up the 

massive throne. In their own times, 

these four Doctors spoke 

deferentially about Saint Peter and of the authority which his 

successors enjoy over the whole Church. Upon closer inspection, 

however, the chair is not resting on the Doctors’ hands but is 

actually rising away from them, toward the window of the Holy 

Spirit high above. Bernini’s message here is the same as that of the 

entire Catholic Counter-Reformation: Petrine authority is of divine 

origin and does not require the support of the Doctors. Peter and his 

successors receive their jurisdiction not from other bishops, but by 

the institution of the Lord Jesus Christ himself.  

 

On this day, let us pray especially for the Holy Father Pope Francis, 

who today sits on the Chair of the Blessed Apostle Peter, that he 

might continue to sanctify, lead, and govern the people of God with 

the same fervor, holiness, and zeal with which the Prince of the 

Apostles carried out his earthly ministry. Let us also remember our 

Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI, whose humble service of quiet prayer 

continues to sustain his successor as well as the Universal Church. 

Saint Peter, Prince of the Apostles, pray for us! •  J.B. 
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Lenten Penance at the Sushi Bar? 
 Although this article’s title certainly brings to mind 

Japanese culture, we begin this Lenten reflection in our beloved 

eternal city, Rome. One of the Roman Rite’s great traditions lost in 

recent decades is the celebration of Ember Days. These were 

originally a set of three penitential days (Wednesday, Friday, and 

Saturday of the designated Ember Week), observed four times per 

year. On these days, the Christian faithful would keep fasts, abstain 

from meat, receive the Eucharist, forgive their debtors, and give 

alms. Initially, there were only three of these periods per year, and it 

appears that they arose as a Christianization of the various pagan 

Roman agricultural celebrations in July, September, and December 

(feriae messis, feriae vindimiales, feriae sementivae, respectively). By the 

papacy of Pope Gelasius I (492-496), the number of penitential 

periods had already increased to four. Pope St. Leo I (“the Great”; 

440-461) traced these fasts to 

Apostolic times and called them 

jejunia ecclesiastica per totius anni circulum 

distributa— ecclesiastical fasts 

distributed through the yearly cycle. 

The four Ember Weeks are in fact 

roughly equidistant from each other 

in the calendar, and are as follows: the 

first calendar week of Lent, the 

Octave of Pentecost, the calendar 

week after the Exaltation of the Holy 

Cross (14 September), and the third 

week of Advent (the calendar week following the Feast of St. Lucy). 

In centuries past, English children learned the Ember Weeks by a 

simple mnemonic device: “Lenty, Penty, Crucy, Lucy”– Lent, 

Pentecost, Holy Cross, St. Lucy. 

 Our word “ember” comes from the Old English ymber, 

which means “circuit” or “cycle,” referring to the fact that these 

fasts were celebrated regularly throughout the year. In current 

usage, the Latin names for the Ember fasts are quattuor anni tempora 

and jejunia quattuor temporum (“the four seasons of the year” or “fasts 

of the four seasons”, respectively), reminding the faithful that 

penitence is not simply reserved for Lent and Advent, but for every 

season of the year.  

 Especially in ages far gone, without the benefit of large-

scale industrialized farming, state-of-the-art food preservation, or 

modern medicine, skipping meals for the majority of people in 

Europe was much more dangerous to people’s health than one 

might think. A fast did not necessarily mean absolute rejection of 

food for a period of time; rather, it meant a drastic reduction in 

one’s caloric intake without severely endangering one’s well being. 

Among ascetics and monastics, total fasts were likely kept in all 

their rigor, but these are exceptions. Certainly, for commoners, 

meals during the fast were less hearty and contained no meat, but 

most people still ate. Vegetables and seafood were eaten in smaller 

portions, and people attempted to balance the austerity of the fast 

by making the food tastier– in other words, food was often fried, 

hence our so-called “Fish Fridays.”  

 So, even centuries ago, Fish Fridays were a common 

practice of Western Christendom. Vegetables and seafood from the 

day’s catch in coastal regions were dredged in the local flour (often 

wheat) to form a batter, and fried in either lard or oil, depending on 

the place’s lipid of choice. For Portuguese and Spanish fishermen, 

such cuisine became so associated with the Ember fasts that, in 

common parlance, these foods were called “tempora meals”, named 

after the quattuor anni tempora. 

 Now we turn to Japan. As we know from our reflections 

on the Feast of St. Paolo Miki and his companion martyrs, the vast 

majority of Japan’s first evangelizers were Spanish and Portuguese 

missionaries, and traces of these Iberian cultures made their way 

into the Far East through Catholic missionary activity. As more 

Japanese people, especially in the Nagasaki area, came to the 

Christian faith, the practices of the 

European missionaries were adopted 

and adapted by the local populace. 

Included in these practices, of course, 

were the observation of Ember Days. 

 Japan, an archipelago, surely 

had no shortage of seafood to fry. 

However, its mountainous terrain left 

little tillable land, and the terrain and 

tropical weather made it inappropriate 

for wheat. Most agricultural space was 

used as rice fields, and thus the only 

flour available was made from rice. Accordingly, the missionaries 

adapted. They dredged their vegetables and seafood in rice flour 

and fried it in the local oil, leading to lighter and crispier shell than a 

wheat-based batter. As the Christian community grew, these deep-

fried delicacies, just as in Europe, became more and more 

associated with penitence to the extent that even the Japanese 

named these foods after the Ember fasts. What the Iberian 

missionaries called “tempora” the Japanese pronounced “tempura”, 

rendering evident the Church’s universality, glimpsed even in the 

menus of modern Japanese restaurants. 

 If you decide to observe the Ember Days or Fridays 

throughout the year at a sushi bar, consider an order of tempura 

(with penitential moderation), and recall the memory of the first 

Christian missionaries to Japan. Remember Paolo Miki and his 

companions (among whom were Spanish Jesuits and Franciscans); 

remember St. Lorenzo Ruiz and his companions (among whom 

were Spanish Dominicans from Santo Tomas in Manila); above all, 

remember the generations of Japanese Christians who, after the 

expulsion of foreigners and the persecutions which followed, kept 

the faith alive in Japan for over 250 years until the return of 

missionaries in the 19th Century. Armed only with the grace of 

Baptism, they retained their devotions, their prayers, and their fasts 

with unwavering firmness, and who also, by adopting and adapting 

the cuisine of their Spanish and Portuguese priests, united 

themselves in a great penitential practice stretching back to the 

origins of the Roman Rite.. •  J.B. 

http://vmntblog.com/2014/02/the-twenty-six-martyrs-of-japan-6.html
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         We Want Your Feedback! 
 

Got any burning 
questions about 
Catholic life?  
Send us your 
queries on 
anything from philosophy & theology, liturgy & 
sacraments, scripture & tradition, Church history & 
current events, or anything else having to do with the 
Church! Email Joey Belleza at jbelleza@oakdiocese.org 

with the subject heading “CTL Q&A” and we’ll do our 
best to answer your question!  
 
Questions of particular interest will be published in 
next month’s Lumen Christi newsletter. 
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Around the Bay 

 The Dominican School of Philosophy & Theology (DSPT) is a 
graduate school in the heart of Berkeley, where students gather as a 
community of scholars for the integrated study of philosophy and 
theology.  Inspired by the intellectual charism of the Order of Preachers 
as exemplified by Saint Thomas Aquinas, DSPT offers both lay and 

clerical students a thoroughly rigorous formation in the Angelic Doctor’s 
footsteps, so that they might better advance the Catholic tradition in all areas of contemporary society.  See DSPT 2020 

will offer a variety of activities to introduce you to the academic and community life of DSPT. 
 At See DSPT 2020, you'll be a guest of DSPT and we'll make sure you get access to the best of DSPT's offering. 
Each attendee receives a personalized itinerary prior to the event. Highlights include: 
 

• Invitation to the 2020 Aquinas Lecture on Feb. 19, featuring our own Fr. Justin Gable, OP 
• An array of classes to visit in philosophy, theology, history, liturgy, and more 
• Opportunities to meet with faculty to discuss areas of shared interest and get your questions answered 
• Socials with students, faculty and staff over meals hosted by the school 
• Learn about the resources provided to students by the Graduate Theological Union and UC Berkeley 
• A presentation from faculty on the distinctiveness of Dominican education in philosophy and theology 
• Info sessions on degree programs, financial aid, costs of attendance, and housing options 

 
 See DSPT 2020 is open to all applicants and admitted students, as well as to those who are simply wondering if 
one of our degree programs (MA Theology, MA Philosophy, Concurrent MA Philosophy—MA Theology, Master of 
Divinity) or the Certificate of Theological Studies might be a good fit for them. We encourage both locals and travelers to 
attend. If you're coming from a parish, school, or faith formation program, we welcome groups! Attendees are strongly 
encouraged to attend as many of the scheduled events as possible.  
 Prospective students should register at dspt.edu/see-dspt-2020 to secure a place at this informational event.  You 
may also directly contact Aaron Anderson, Director of Admissions at aanderson@dspt.edu or call (510) 883-2073. 

DOMINICAN SCHOOL 
OF PHILOSOPHY & THEOLOGY 

2301 Vine Street 

Berkeley, CA 94709 

(510) 849-2030  •  dspt.edu 

See DSPT 2020 

February 19-21 

The Dominican School of Philosophy & Theology is accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) and  
the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada (ATS) 
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 Around the Bay 

THE CATHEDRAL SHOP 
 
Not your usual 
religious goods 
store, the we are a 
museum-style shop 
with a penchant for 
all things Catholic. 
The Cathedral Shop 
was designed by 
Skidmore, Ownings, 

& Merrill to complement the award-winning, 
contemporary Cathedral of Christ the Light. Visit 
our Shop on the Plaza or online to find the perfect 
gift, or to keep up with current book releases, 
trends, and events. 

SHOP HOURS 

Monday-Saturday:  10AM to 4 PM 
Sunday:  9AM to 4 PM 

Do you feel lost, frustrated, hurt, or angry with your 
spouse? Retrouvaille helps married couples heal and 
renew their marriages. The next Weekend Program begins 
February 21-23, 2020. For more information or to register 
visit our website at HelpOurMarriage.com or contact Gus 
& Edda Rivera at (510) 709-6063.  

Our weekends  
transform marriages! 

DOMINICAN SCHOOL 
OF PHILOSOPHY & THEOLOGY 

God After Metaphysics: 
Heidegger, Aquinas,  

and the Future of Natural Theology  

Fr. Justin Gable, OP 

Aquinas Lecture 2020  

Feb. 19, 7:30 PM 

dspt.edu/aquinas-lecture-2020 
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Around the Bay/Cathedral Mass Times 

EXPOSITION OF THE 

BLESSED SACRAMENT 

First Friday of the Month 
11:00 AM English 

7:00 PM Vietnamese 

RECONCILIATION 

Tuesday & Thursday 

11:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 

WEEKDAY MASSES 
Monday - Friday 

   7:10 AM English 
   12:10 PM English 
Wednesday  

   7:00 PM Spanish 
Saturday 

   7:30 AM Vietnamese 

SUNDAY MASSES 

5:30 PM  English (Saturday) 

8:00 AM  Vietnamese 
10:00 AM Solemn Mass 
12 Noon   English 
2:00 PM   Spanish 

CATHEDRAL PARISH 

OFFICE HOURS 

Monday - Thursday 
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
 
(510) 496-7201 
cathedral@oakdiocese.org 
ctlcathedral.org 

LITURGY &  
SACRAMENTS AT 

THE CATHEDRAL OF 
CHRIST THE LIGHT 

 
CHRIST THE LIGHT 
CATHEDRAL PARISH  
2121 HARRISON STREET 

OAKLAND, CA 94612 

Free Guided Tours 
 

Want to know more about the history, the art,  
and the architecture of the Cathedral? 

 

Join us Monday-Friday at 1pm for  
free guided tours of the 

Cathedral of Christ the Light! 


